
 
Bug O’ ORIENTEERING BASICS: 

 
Orienteering is a skill and a sport.  While the Bug O’ course is designed to highlight the  

Arboretum’s unique habitat and mission, it is also meant to teach orienteering skills to people 
 of all ages and abilities.  Some people race through the course, testing their endurance as well as  

their map-reading and decision-making skills.  Other participants prefer a leisurely hike, enjoying  
nature’s beauty and diversity as they seek the controls. 

 

CONTROL:  Each checkpoint along the course is called a control.  Usually an orienteering course has a number of 
controls in predetermined order.  Participants find their way from one control to the next. On the Bug O’ course, each 
control is marked with a bronze cast insect on a 3-foot high light-blue post.  To verify that each control was found you can 
make a rubbing of each insect with a crayon on a piece of paper or simply emboss the paper by rubbing with your hand. 
 

ORIENTATING THE MAP:  It is very helpful to always keep the map orientated to the landscape.  Many people like to 
keep the north side of the map aligned with magnetic north with the help of a compass.  Only map reading skills are 
necessary to successfully complete the course, but a compass can be a helpful secondary tool.  Without a compass, simply 
keep turning the map as you walk so that the paths, roads, and natural features lie in the correct positions. 
 

IF YOU GET LOST:  Getting turned around is part of the learning experience.  If you get lost while doing Bug O’, stay 
calm and use the clues around you to find your place on the map.  Is there a path intersection nearby? A hill or a body of 
water?  Look for identifiable landmarks and turn your map until it matches up—north will then once again be facing north 
and you can continue on your way. 
 

HOW TO BUG O’:  The Arboretum map is marked with the locations of the twelve Bug O’ controls.  The Start/Finish is 
the Sensory Garden, and is marked on the map by a triangle inside a circle.  Note: there is no control post at the Sensory 
Garden. The clue sheet below identifies the landscape feature and bronze insect to be found at each control. 
 
PLEASE do not walk through the garden beds as you navigate the Bug O’ course. Stay on trails, paved roads or paths, or 
mowed turf as you participate in Bug O’. 
 

Control Insect Landscape Feature Descriptors 
Start  Sensory Garden (in general)   

1 Butterfly Manmade Object  
2 Cricket Path and Road Intersection  
3 Damselfly Hilltop North Side 
4 Ant Manmade Object  
5 Grasshopper Reentrant (a V-shaped ravine) Upper Part 
6 Ladybug Hilltop North Side 
7 Praying Mantis Vegetation Boundary  
8 Assassin Bug Vegetation Boundary  
9 Moth Clearing East Side 

10 Dragonfly Path Intersection  
11 Honey Bee Path intersection with stream   
12 Spider Spur Lower Part 

Finish  Sensory Garden  
 
Students from the P.E.A.S.E. Academy created the bronze Bug O’ insects during their summer program.  For information 
about the P.E.A.S.E. Academy or the Arboretum’s Therapeutic Horticulture Program call Jean Larson at 952-443-1421. 
 

Learn more about orienteering on the Minnesota Orienteering Club’s website at www.mnoc.org. 
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Insects are more 
diverse than any 

other kind of living 
thing on earth!  
Over 800,000 

kinds have been 
identified, with 

incredible sizes, 
shapes, and 

colors. 

For a shorter 
course, complete 
controls 1-7 and 
then follow your 
map back to the 
Sensory Garden 


